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An exhilarating design adventure with BRABBU 
 

 

 
 

The beginning of March announces the arrival of exciting days where design is the word 

to have in mind. BRABBU is starting one of the most important design adventures of the 

year. It will be a round up through several countries, participating in the world’s top class 

events. 

BRABBU will be exhibiting in the debut of the Asian edition of Maison & Objet in 

Singapore, next in Architectural Digest Home Design Show – USA and in the Spring 

edition of High Point Market also in USA, this one in partnership with Delightfull, Boca 

do Lobo and KOKET. The final stage that waits the team is iSaloni in Italy.  

It will be an exhilarating journey not only by the trends that will be set and the 

inspirational pieces but also for the cultural experience. Meeting and exploring the local 

culture of each country, their practices and traditions it’s BRABBU’s truest essence. 

 
Maison & Objet Asia 

Singapore 
AD Show 

USA  
High Point Market 

USA 
iSaloni 

Italy 
10 – 13 March 

Interior Decoration Sector 
Stand K20 

20 – 23 
March 

Stand 327 

5 – 8 April 
Suites at Market Square, Ground Floor 

Booth 7034 

8 – 13 April 
Hall 14 Stand 

C45 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/new.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBNew&utm_campaign=emailPress
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Maison & Objet Asia 

 
 

  
 

*First public debut 

HERMES Sofa 

 

Hermes, from Greek Mythology, God of boundaries, 

travel and communication was the inspiration of 

HERMES Sofa. This upholstery luxury piece is the 

result of a message that travelled through time and 

space, gaining shape. The message is all about 

breaking every boundaries regarding interior 

decoration. There are no limits for HERMES Sofa, you 

choose the ambience and this fierce design piece 

adapts itself to it. Send your own message through 

HERMES, a cozy piece that combines harmoniously 

the softness of the velvet with the strength of the 

legs in oak with walnut stain. 

 

Materials: Fabric: cotton velvet  

Base: Black lacquer matte 

 

 

 

MAYA Armchair 

 

MAYA armchair's green/lime color was taken from 

one of the primary elements of Mayans culture, the 

maize. Represented as a tree of life in Palenque, 

Maya's Maize God was also personified as woman. 

MAYA armchair has the sensual and delicate forms of 

the feminine being and the strength of a tree of life; 

this combination makes it as the perfect center piece 

for every living room. The sweetness of its velvet will 

give you the sensation of being a god or goddess in 

heaven. 

 

Materials: Fabric: cotton velvet; Legs: brass 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/hermes-sofa.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBHERMES&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/maya-armchair.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBMAYAArmchair&utm_campaign=emailPress
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Maison & Objet Asia 
 

 

 

KOI Side Table 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated 

by its decorative purposes, not only in water gardens but also in 

Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in tattoos. Its natural colour 

mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the set of KOI tables 

with table tops in glass or marble that you can choose to better fit in 

your ambiences. The KOI scales from the sides of the tables shine and 

reflect – on its brass surface – the sun caught throughout the clear 

water. KOI and the Japanese word for love or affection are 

homophones, making the carp also a symbol of love and friendship. 

 

Materials: Brushed aged brass, marble 

 

 

 

 

KOI Center Table 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated 

by its decorative purposes, not only in water gardens but also in 

Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in tattoos. Its natural colour 

mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the set of KOI tables 

with table tops in glass or marble that you can choose to better fit in 

your ambiences. The KOI scales from the sides of the tables shine and 

reflect – on its brass surface – the sun caught throughout the clear 

water. KOI and the Japanese word for love or affection are 

homophones, making the carp also a symbol of love and friendship. 

 

Materials: Brushed aged brass, glass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi-side-table.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOISide&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi-center-table.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOICenter&utm_campaign=emailPress
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*New piece and first public 

debut 

PEARL Sofa 

 

Used since ancient times to make people and their 

homes look more attractive, pearl was and still is an 

noble material used either in jewelry, furniture, home 

accessories or cosmetic products. Upholstered with 

white glossy velvet, PEARL sofa offers a delicate and 

surprising touch, as rare as it is found inside a smooth 

oyster. This art deco inspired sofa with curved back 

and sides, is bordered with piping and has an aged 

brass base. PEARL sofa is a fundamental upholstery 

piece, for a refined yet comfortable ambience. An 

interior decoration item to place in a living room, a 

hotel lobby or a lounge space to create a cozy and 

warm ambience. 

 

Materials: Fabric: cotton velvet; 

Base: vintage brass 

 

 

 

*First public debut 

VELLUM Suspension Light 

 

VELLUM is the elegance of nature transformed by the 

man’s hand. It comes from the ancient manuscripts, 

where messages were written in VELLUM, a fine and 

translucent material. VELLUM lighting brings to the 

spaces the warm light of written stories passed 

through generations. Composed by hammered brass, 

its elegance exhales the power of resistance through 

times as the written stories never dies. Every story 

you create in your space will be written by the warm 

lighting words of VELLUM, just enjoy all these golden 

memories. 

 

Materials: Hammered brushed aged brass. 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/pearl-sofa.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBPEARL&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/vellum-suspension-light.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBVELLUMSuspension&utm_campaign=emailPress
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AD Home Design Show 
 

 

KOI Dining Table I 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese 

culture, highly appreciated by its decorative 

purposes, not only in water gardens but also 

in Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in 

tattoos. Its natural colour mutations reveal 

their capacity to adapt, just like the set of KOI 

tables with table tops in resin, glass or marble 

that you can choose to better fit in your 

ambiences. The KOI scales from the sides of 

the tables shine and reflect – on its brass 

surface – the sun caught throughout the clear 

water. KOI and the Japanese word for love or 

affection are homophones, making the carp 

also a symbol of love and friendship. 

 

Materials: Brushed brass, resin. 

 

 

SOLEIL Suspension Light 

 

The warmth brought to your home by this 

lighting piece will expand all over the 

ambience like sunlight rays. Inspired by the 

sun, SOLEIL is the element that will complete 

your living room design. Its harshness it’s 

smoothed by the brightest light projected by 

the hammered brass rays. Discrete but yet 

remarkable SOLEIL will shine in your home 

space bringing you a warm ambience to your 

modern interior. 

 

Materials: Hammered brass. 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi1-dining-table.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOIDiningI&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/soleil-suspension-light.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBSOLEILSuspension&utm_campaign=emailPress
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High Point Market 
 

 

VELLUM Wall Light 

 

VELLUM is the elegance of nature transformed by the man’s 

hand. It comes from the ancient manuscripts, where 

messages were written in VELLUM, a fine and translucent 

material. VELLUM lighting brings to the spaces the warm 

light of written stories passed through generations. 

Composed by hammered brass, its elegance exhales the 

power of resistance through times as the written stories 

never dies. Every story you create in your space will be 

written by the warm lighting words of VELLUM, just enjoy 

all these golden memories. 

 

Materials: Hammered brushed aged brass. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

EARTH Armchair 

 

EARTH is the movement and the rhythm of the world. 

Inspired by the rotation of the earth around its own axis, 

EARTH sppining chair is the balance between the light and 

the dark, the days and the nights as it is composed by 

hammared brass and soft dark green velvet, fitting perfectly 

in every space. Let the sunny light and the comfort of soft 

nights invade your spaces and be mesmerized about the 

harmony between the opposites. 

 

Materials: Back and base: Hammared Brass 

Upholstered: Velvet; 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/vellum-wall-lamp.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBVELLUM Wall&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/earth-armchair.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBEARTH&utm_campaign=emailPress
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CYGNUS Display 

 

CYGNUS display is inspired by the homonymous constellation 

which is one of the brightest and largest constellations in the 

sky. This elegant design piece is composed by several rectangles 

and squares made of cast brass and finished in copper that are 

singularly placed by our artisans. Their knowledge and skills plus 

the design team projection make this a one of a kind piece that 

truly represents team work. Let yourself be caught by this 

positive energy by adding CYGNUS Display to your ambience. 

 

Materials: Vintage Brass  

Bronze Glass 

 

 

KYAN Console 

 

A contemporary masterpiece born in Beijing’s skyline. The astonishing KYAN Console is a 

modern, edgy and strong piece created to take the cosmopolitan style of urban tribes 

into your homes design. KYAN derives from Yan, one the many names Beijing had in the 

past and from the word skyline as well. Made from brass and patchwork this art work 

tells a story with an unfinished end. 

 

Materials: Top: smoked glass; 

Base: iron with acid reaction finish. 

 

 
 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/art/cygnus-display.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBCYGNUS&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/kyan-console.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKYAN&utm_campaign=emailPress
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*First public debut 

 

NANOOK Dining Chair 

 

NANOOK is the master of bears, the one who 

decides the luck of the hunters in the Arctic regions. 

This dining chair blends the beauty and grandiosity 

of this animal through the robust body covered by 

blue satin cotton. NANOOK dining chair embodies a 

myth from Inuit culture and tells a story while you 

leave yourself to its comfort. 

 

Materials: Fabric: satin cotton  

Legs: walnut root veneer with matte varnish 

 

 

 
 

*New piece and first public debut 

DELPHI Screen 

 

Back to a world of magic and wonder, where the 

ancient world’s most famous oracle prophesied the 

futures of kings and countries. DELPHI, the holiest 

site of ancient Greece, is recreated in this screen to 

bring oracle to life through its bird’s eye root veneer 

and elm root veneer. Recalling traditional techniques 

to DELPHI screen using hammered brass, gives the 

dramatic and strong finish to it, making your living 

room a true desirable environment to disclose. 

 

Materials: Structure in brass; Panels in bird’s eye 

wood veneer, elm root wood veneer and brass aged 

patina; 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/nanook-dining-chair.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBNANOOKDining&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/delphi-folding-screen.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBDELPHI&utm_campaign=emailPress
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iSaloni 
 

KOI Screen 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated by its decorative 

purposes, not only in water gardens but also in Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in 

tattoos. Its natural colour mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the KOI 

screen that you can use to create a better sense of space division in your ambiences. The 

KOI scales that compose the panels of the screen shine and reflect – on its brass surface 

– the sun caught throughout the clear water.The KOI scales that compose the panels of 

the screen shine and reflect – on its brass surface – the sun caught throughout the clear 

water. 

 

Materials: Brushed aged brass. 

 

 
 

*New piece and first public debut 

 

 

Other novelties will be unveiled on site… 

 
 

 

    Press Relations | Tiago Gonçalves 

press@brabbu.com | skype: t.andre.goncalves 

+351 914 930 065 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
mailto:press@brabbu.com
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi-screen.php?utm_source=BBMarchWk102014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOIScreen&utm_campaign=emailPress

